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Abstract: The Korean government has declared the goal of net-zero-carbon emissions with a focus on
renewable energy expansion. However, a high proportion of baseload generators and an increasing
proportion of variable renewable energy (VRE) may cause problems in the power system operation
owing to the low cycling capability of baseload generators and variability of VRE. To maintain system
reliability, the government is planning to construct pumped-storage hydropower (PSH) plants, which
can provide flexibility to the system. This study evaluated the operating cost savings obtained by
different types of PSH: the adjustable-speed PSH (AS-PSH) and fixed-speed PSH (FS-PSH), based
on the duck-curve phenomenon and the increase in spinning reserve requirement. In this study,
the reserve-constrained unit commitment was formulated using a mixed-integer-programming
considering the operational characteristics of AS-PSH and conventional generators. To consider the
duck-shaped net-load environment, the projected VRE output data were calculated through physical
models of wind turbines and photovoltaic modules. The operating costs for the non-PSH, FS-PSH,
and AS-PSH construction scenarios were KRW 43,129.38, 40,038.44, and 34,030.46, respectively. The
main factor that derived this difference was determined to be the primary reserve of AS-PSH’s
pumping mode.

Keywords: adjustable-speed pumped-storage hydropower; fixed-speed pumped-storage hydropower;
variable renewable energy; duck-curve; reserve-constrained unit commitment; spinning reserve
requirement; nuclear power generators

1. Introduction
1.1. Research Motivation

The Korean government has declared the goal of achieving net-zero carbon emissions
by 2050. Therefore, Korea is planning to significantly increase the proportion of renewable
energy resources. In the generation expansion plan, which determines the Korean invest-
ment in power generation facilities, 2030 was set as the target year to ensure that 20% of
the annual power is generated by renewable energy resources [1]. Among the renewable
energy resources, 75% is expected to be generated from wind and solar energy, which are
variable renewable energy (VRE) resources. However, VRE resources may cause difficulties
in balancing the supply and demand within a power system owing to their output variabil-
ity and uncertainty [2]. Specifically, solar power generation makes the system net-load have
the characteristics of a duck-curve, which is a concept first introduced by the California
Independent System Operator [3]. It has a duck-shaped net-load pattern, which is carried
by conventional generators. The VRE’s long-term and short-term variability require in-
creased cycling capabilities of the generator and operating reserves, respectively. Therefore,
it is difficult for the system operator to maintain system reliability while maintaining the
operating proportion of baseload generators during the daytime.
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In 2020, the first output reduction of nuclear power generators was conducted by
the system operator to maintain reliability in the Korean power system. Shinkori nuclear
power generators (#3 and #4) have a total capacity of 2800 MW. The power system operator
was scheduled to reduce the total output power to 600 MW for 8 h, and the scheduled
output power was maintained for 13 h. The system operator predicted that the system
demand was lower than usual owing to long special holidays and analyzed that it would be
difficult to meet the system frequency maintenance range if a nuclear power generator with
the maximum output (1400 MW) is tripped. There are similar issues with implementing
net-zero carbon emissions. Although the coal-fired and nuclear power generators are
expected to gradually phase out, the proportion of these baseload generators is still expected
to be high in 2030. It is especially difficult to expect frequent output adjustments or
startup/shutdown operations with nuclear power generators. In addition, existing nuclear
power generators in Korea do not provide frequency response capabilities. Accordingly,
situations can occur where several nuclear power generators would need to be operated
at a minimum generation level or even excluded from scheduling. In those cases, the
operating cost of the power system can increase significantly, and the existing baseload
generators may even become stranded assets.

Grid-scale energy storage systems, such as battery energy storage systems (BESS)
and pumped-storage hydropower (PSH), can provide solutions to operating costs by
mitigating the effect of the duck-curve phenomenon of the net-load and increasing the
utilization of nuclear power generators. Although BESSs are capable of providing load
shifting and fast frequency responses, PSH is technically proven and more desirable in
that it has a large energy capacity and the capability of providing operating reserves. The
Korean government is planning to build PSH plants [1]. However, there are three types
of PSH plants: fixed-speed (FS), adjustable-speed (AS), and ternary (T) types. As a quick-
start resource, a conventional FS-PSH can be rapidly deployed to the system in case of a
generator’s forced outage or insufficient reserve [4]. AS-PSHs and T-PSHs can provide the
same operational advantages as FS-PSHs. In addition, AS-PSH can control its rotor speed
using power electronic devices, which enables a rapid power adjustment in the generating
and pumping modes and is therefore expected to further improve the flexibility of the
power system. Given that the pump and turbine of T-PSH can rotate simultaneously on the
same shaft in the same direction, it has the advantage of adjusting the pumping power in
the hydraulic short-circuit mode and requires less time to transition between the generating
and pumping modes [5]. Therefore, we needed to decide which type will be of benefit to
our system when they are constructed, which was the motivation of our research. In this
paper, we focused on the economic effect obtained by AS-PSH using the unit commitment
(UC) optimization approach in a future Korean power system. In the case of T-PSH, there
are three modes: generating mode, pumping mode, and short-circuit mode, which each
have different operational characteristics. Therefore, future research is needed to model the
operational characteristics of T-PSH in UC formulation.

1.2. Related Research

Typically, PSH charges at night when the system demand is low and discharges during
peak-demand hours. However, owing to the large-scale integration of VREs, the economic
benefits that can be obtained from the PSH have been studied from new perspectives [6–12].
In [6], the impact of reducing the operating cost achieved by the input of FS-PSH in a
power system with high wind energy was analyzed, and FS-PSH was found to reduce the
scheduling cost by reducing the startup and shutdown costs of thermal power generators.
In [7], the effect of reducing operating costs through FS-PSH in a wind energy environment
was analyzed through a genetic algorithm. The paper derived the reduction in energy
purchase cost and environmental cost of the power system. In [8], it was found that as the
initial upper reservoir volume of PSH increases, the overall operating cost consisting of
grid power purchase cost, demand response program purchase cost, and solar power sale
income decreases. In [9], the effect of reduction in the wind power curtailment and the
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total operating cost consisting of energy cost, ancillary service cost, and startup cost were
derived using FS-PSH as a reserve resource. In [10], the energy cost in a standalone hybrid
wind/solar/biomass system was lower in the scenario when PSH was the input than when
battery storage was the input. In [11], the authors evaluated the potential contribution of
PSH to the Greek power system’s future scenario. Through UC simulation, it was deduced
that the PSH contributes to energy balance by absorbing the over-generation of wind and
solar energy. Ref. [12] proposes a stochastic scheduling approach considering price-based
demand response and PSH in a microgrid. In [12], the operating cost was reduced by
PSH’s discharging at the peak time and charging at the off-peak time. However, given
the proposed methods in [6–12], it is difficult to verify the economic contribution obtained
from the flexibility of AS-PSH.

The reduction in operating costs due to the flexibility of AS-PSH was studied in [13–15].
In [13], the dynamic dispatch optimization problem was solved with the reserve and net-
work constrained in a wind energy environment, and an economic analysis was performed
on FS-PSH, T-PSH, and AS-PSH. However, in [13], it was difficult to verify probable changes
in operating conditions within the duck-curve phenomenon, given that the influence on
solar energy was not considered. In [14], the economic impact of AS-PSH was analyzed
under the conditions of minimizing fuel, cycling, and startup cost. It was modeled as
having an operating range in the pumping mode and was derived to reduce the operating
cost. In [15], the cost benefits obtained with AS-PSH from the viewpoint of daily operation
were compared with those of FS-PSH. However, the study focused on the AS-PSH’s flexible
operating range in pumping. Therefore, it is still necessary to focus on the reserve capability
of AS-PSH that can respond to VRE’s short-term variations.

In addition to PSH-related studies, UC optimization research is ongoing from various
perspectives. Authors in [16–18] developed methods to efficiently find the UC solution at
a high time resolution to cope with the variability and intermittent nature of renewable
energy. Ref. [16] proposes a thermal unit commitment algorithm through dynamic pro-
gramming that combines a priority list method to perform UC and ED at a time resolution
of less than 60 min. In [17], the authors pointed out that the branch and cut strategy may
exceed the allowable value in the sub-hourly UC problem due to large numbers of virtual
transactions. In [17], the authors reduced the calculation time by including the concept
of ordinal-optimization in surrogate absolute-value Lagrangian relaxation [19]. Ref. [18]
proposes an approach to reduce calculation time by implementing soft constraints of re-
serve and transmission capacity within the surrogate absolute-value Lagrangian relaxation
framework. References [20,21] analyzed the impact of greenhouse gas emissions on the
UC problem. In [20], the authors formulated the environmental UC problem considering
greenhouse gas emission constraints and carbon taxes in the existing UC approach. In [21],
the authors adopted the piecewise linearized greenhouse gas function of the generator’s
loading level to the UC based on the MIP method. The greenhouse gas function was
applied in the form of cost by applying a weighting factor.

1.3. Contribution

Previous studies on PSH verified its effects on the operating cost savings of power
systems with integrated VRE and PSH. However, the majority of these studies focused
on the traditional FS-PSH’s contribution to power systems in terms of energy saving. The
other studies [13–15] on AS-PSH did not consider its capability to supply primary and
secondary reserves, particularly in the pumping mode. In a system with a considerable
amount of solar energy resources, system operators need large operating reserves, and most
generation sources need to be off-lined owing to an over-generation; on the other hand,
most PSHs are required to operate in pumping mode. Therefore, to analyze the economic
contribution of AS-PSH in a power system with a high proportion of renewable energy
resources, it is necessary to model the AS-PSH to provide various reserves, including the
primary reserve. Based on the above discussion, the purpose of this study is to verify the
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economic contribution of AS-PSH’s reserve capability compared with that of FS-PSH in the
Korean power system.

To achieve the objective of this study, a reserve-constrained UC (RCUC) was formu-
lated using mixed-integer-programming (MIP) to consider the cycling characteristics of
conventional thermal generators in the duck-curve environment and reflect the Korean
operating reserve services. The primary, secondary, and regulation reserves defined by the
Korean power market were modeled in the RCUC formulation. This formulation can be
widely used in other power systems with a similar scheme of system frequency restoration
by primary and secondary reserves. The time-series data of the VRE were calculated
through physical models, including the output model of wind turbines and photovoltaic
(PV) modules. The short-term variation of the VRE was extracted from the time-series
data. The increment in the spinning reserves was considered under the n-sigma criterion,
assuming that the distribution of the VRE’s short-term output variation follows a Gaussian
distribution. With the operation range set in the generating and pumping modes, the
AS-PSH was modeled to provide primary, secondary, and regulation reserves. Simulations
were performed on the 2030 generation mix in Korea. Scenarios were set depending on the
types of new PSH plants, namely, non-PSH, FS-PSH, and AS-PSH plants. The simulation
was implemented using the optimization solver Xpress-MP.

The main contributions in this paper are listed below:

• An MIP-based RCUC problem was formulated. FS-PSH was modeled to provide the
primary and secondary/regulation reserves in the generation mode, while AS-PHS
was modeled to provide the primary and the secondary/regulation reserve both in
the generating and pumping modes.

• A comparative analysis was performed on the Korean power system considering
the generation mix in 2030 using the developed RCUC. The Korean power system
is expected to consist of more than 200 large generators, including eighteen nuclear
power generators with a capacity of 20.4 GW and a peak demand of 110 GW in 2030.

• The comparative study showed that the AS-PSH was superior to the FS-PSH in terms
of operating costs, which are mainly dependent on the procurement of primary and
secondary reserves. It is partly because the system is isolated and partly because
the share of non-flexible nuclear power generators is high. We verified that the most
critical factor is the capability of supplying the primary reserve.

2. Variable Renewable Energy in Future Korean Power System

Before analyzing the influence of the new PSH on the future power system in Korea,
a methodology to generate the time-series data of the 2030 VRE is introduced. Based on
the data, the increment in the spinning reserve due to the short-term variation of the VRE
was estimated.

2.1. Modeling of Variable Renewable Energy’s Output Power

The 2030 target capacity of the VRE is about 54.2 GW, and wind and solar energy
account for 17.7 GW and 36.5 GW, respectively [1]. Based on the capacity of the VRE to be
installed, the 2030 output power can be calculated using historic regional meteorological
data. From the Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA), the regional wind speed,
solar irradiance, and temperature data measured every minute were used [22].

2.1.1. Wind Energy Output Power Model

To calculate the total output power of wind energy in 2030, it is necessary to determine
the location and capacity of each wind farm. To solve the problem, it was assumed that the
total capacity of wind energy in which the location is not determined would be distributed
to areas with high energy potentials. Therefore, the capacity was distributed proportionally
to the locations with high average annual wind speed. Finally, a total of 94 locations of the
2030 wind farms and their capacity were determined.
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In a wind farm, each wind turbine is installed at a distance. Therefore, input data
conversion was performed without applying the same wind speed to all wind turbines in
the same wind farm. Each wind farm consists of N turbine units, and the wind speed after
(n − 1) minutes is applied to calculate the output power of the nth wind turbine at time t.

PWF(t) =
N

∑
n=1

PWT,n(t) =
N

∑
n=1

PWT,n(Vh(t− n + 1)) (1)

To calculate the output power of the wind turbine, Equations (2) and (3) were used [23].
For the convenience of calculation, each wind turbine group was modeled with one unit.
The data in Table 1 were used for the specifications of onshore and offshore wind tur-
bines [24].

PWT,n(t) =


0 f or Vh(t− n + 1)< Vin and Vh(t− n + 1) >Vout,
Pcurve f it(Vh(t− n + 1))· CWF

Pr ·N f or Vin ≤ Vh(t− n + 1) ≤ Vr,
CWF

N f or Vr < Vh(t− n + 1) ≤ Vout.

(2)

Pcurve f it(Vh(t)) = a1Vh(t)
6 + a2Vh(t)

5 + a3Vh(t)
4 + a4Vh(t)

3 + a5Vh(t)
2 + a6Vh(t) + a7 (3)

Table 1. Parameters of wind turbines (onshore and offshore).

Onshore Offshore

Rated power 3 MW 8 MW
Cut-in wind speed 3 m/s 3.5 m/s
Rated wind speed 10 m/s 10 m/s

Cut-out wind speed 20 m/s 25 m/s
Tower hub height 120 m 130 m

Given that wind speed increases with an increase in altitude, the wind speed used
as input data for Equations (2) and (3) should be measured at the tower height. However,
the wind speed data of the KMA are measured at an altitude of 10 m. Therefore, using
Equation (4) based on the wind power law, we estimated wind speed data at the tower
height [25].

Vh = Vm

(
Zh
Zm

)α

(4)

2.1.2. Solar Energy Output Power Model

By 2030, 36.5 GW of PV plants is expected to be installed. As in the case of wind
power, it is necessary to determine the capacity and the location of each PV plant. However,
most PV plants are expected to be installed at a small scale and dispersed over the nation.
Therefore, it is necessary to estimate insolation data for areas where KMA does not observe
the insolation. To address this problem, we expanded the number of observation stations
using a two-dimensional interpolation method [26]. The capacity of each PV plant was
assigned in proportion to historical accumulated solar insolation.

The solar insolation data were converted to the irradiance data. The PV output power,
which is determined by the irradiance and temperature on the PV module surface, can be
expressed as Equation (5) [27].

PPV,M = P∗PV,M·
G
G∗

[1− γ·(TC − 25)] (5)

Given that each PV plant consists of PV arrays of several PV modules, the output
power of each PV plant can be calculated using Equation (6).

PPV = PPV,M·CPV/P∗PV,M (6)
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Given that the temperature on the PV module surface used in Equation (5) is difficult
to measure, it can be approximated using Equation (7) based on the irradiance and the air
temperature [28].

TC = TA +
TNOCT − 20

800
G (7)

2.2. Characteristics of Variable Renewable Energy in Korea

In this subsection, the output power characteristic of the 2030 VRE is described.
Figure 1 depicts the calculated time-series output power of the VRE and its duration curve
for the year 2030.
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Figure 1. Output and duration curve of VRE for 2030.

Figure 2 presents the average daily wind and solar power generation of each month.
The average daily wind power generation is highest in winter and lowest in summer. The
average daily solar power generation is highest in spring and lowest in winter. Based
on these results, the average daily VRE power generation is highest in spring and lowest
in autumn.
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Figure 3 illustrates the hourly average output power for wind and solar energy
throughout the year 2030. Wind energy demonstrates the highest output power between
14:00 and 15:00, and the highest PV output power and both wind and solar output power
are between 12:00 and 13:00.
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2.3. Influence of Variable Renewable Energy on Reserve Requirements of the Korean Power System

Traditionally, most power system operators have used the N−1 contingency method,
which secures a reserve equal to one or more largest units [29]. The system operator of
the Korean power system uses the traditional reserve procurement approach to cover the
largest generator outage (1400 MW). Table 2 outlines the operating reserve requirements
for the Korean power market [30].

Table 2. Operating reserve requirements for the Korean power system.

Operating Reserves Requirement State Activated by Secured for

Regulation reserve 700 MW Spinning AGC signal Short-term load variation

Frequency
restoration

reserves

Primary reserve 1000 MW Spinning Governing system Largest unit loss
Secondary reserve 1400 MW Spinning AGC signal Largest unit loss

Tertiary reserve 1400 MW Standstill Manual Reserve restoration

Quick-start reserve 2000 MW Standstill Manual Load forecast error, etc.

The primary reserve prevents the system frequency from dropping immediately after
an instantaneous event, such as a generator’s forced outage by the synchronized generator’s
governor response, and the secondary reserve is used to restore the system frequency to the
nominal frequency (60 Hz). The required primary reserve in Table 2 was calculated based
on the value at the time of a quasi-steady state of the system frequency after the outage
of the largest unit (1400 MW) in Korea. In this process, an unused capacity of 1400 MW is
required as the secondary reserve to restore the system frequency to the nominal frequency
(60 Hz). Immediately after restoration to the nominal frequency by the secondary reserve,
the primary reserve is automatically resecured. The regulation reserve is estimated as
700 MW to respond to non-instantaneous events, such as short-term load fluctuations. The
tertiary reserve is secured by resources in the standstill state to cover the case of reserve
shortages, and the quick-start reserve responds to load forecasting errors.

The unit capacity of VRE resources is lower than that of conventional generators, and
the short-term variation of the VRE can influence the system frequency. Therefore, the
traditional approach of securing a spinning reserve equal to one or more of the largest
units is not effective, and it is necessary to adopt an approach that can cover the short-term
variation of the VRE.

Based on the operating reserve concept presented in [2], we divided the VRE output
fluctuation into event and non-event cases. The reserve for an event is assumed necessary
for instantaneous events, such as generator outages and short-term output variations of
VRE. These events can be covered by the governor response of the generator. The non-event
reserve can be provided by the generator ramping capability according to AGC signals or
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manual operation. In this study, a 1 min variation in the VRE was assigned to the primary
reserve and a 5 min variation to the secondary and regulation reserve. The 1 min and 5
min variations were calculated using Equations (8) and (9), respectively, based on the VRE
output data calculated at 1 min intervals, as presented in the previous subsection.

P(t)− P(t− 1) = P1min (8)

P(t)− P(t− 5) = P5min (9)

As outlined in Table 3, the n-sigma criterion was used to calculate the increment in
each spinning reserve requirement due to the output fluctuation of the VRE. The standard
deviation σ refers to the time series variability of the VRE. Assuming that the output
variability of the VRE follows a normal distribution, an additional reserve to cover ±σ
of the variability can respond to 68% of the statistical data, a reserve of ±2σ to 95%, and
that of ±3σ to 99.7% [31]. Table 3 presents the specifications of the method for allocating
additional spinning reserve requirements under the assumption that the current spinning
reserve requirement is maintained.

Table 3. Allocation method of the increment amount of reserve requirement.

Reserves Activated by Current Standard Increments of Reserve

Primary reserve Governing system Largest unit loss nσ of one-min. variation
of wind and solar output

Secondary reserve
AGC signal

Largest unit loss nσ of five-min. variation
of wind and solar outputRegulation reserve 3σ of five-min. variation of load

The simple arithmetic addition of the estimated reserve requirement for VRE to the
existing reserve requirement for load variability can result in an overestimation, which
can be costly. This problem can be solved by using geometric additions [32]. Figure 4
illustrates the method of calculating the primary reserve requirement secured through the
governor response, and Figure 5 presents the calculation method for the requirement of the
secondary reserve and regulation reserve activated by AGC signals.
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3. RCUC Considering Adjustable-Speed Pumped-Storage Hydropower

This section introduces the RCUC formulation. Section 3.1 presents the features
of AS-PSH. Section 3.2 presents the objective function for the optimization, which is to
minimize the operating costs of the power system. Section 3.3 presents the constraints
considering AS-PSH’s operational characteristics.

3.1. Flexibility of Adjustable-Speed Pumped-Storage Hydropower

AS-PSH is a resource that can provide a higher quality of flexibility to power sys-
tems than FS-PSH by adjusting the rotor speed and electrical output/input of the genera-
tor/motor. With respect to power system operations, AS-PSH has the following advantages
when compared with FS-PSH.

(1) AS-PSH can be operated over a wider operational range in the generating mode, and
the input power can be controlled in the pumping mode.

(2) AS-PSH can provide primary, secondary, and regulation reserves in the generating
and pumping modes.

The critical factors for the advantages of AS-PSH in power system operation are its
operation range and spinning reserve capacity. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the
operation range and spinning reserve capacity of AS-PSH. In this study, the operation range
and spinning reserve capacity were determined based on an investigation of the technical
reports and AS-PSH plants in practice.

The operation range is defined by the difference between the minimum and maximum
powers. The operation ranges of FS-PSH and AS-PSH were reviewed in reports [5] and [33],
and the comparison is shown in Table 4. However, the operation ranges of practical PSH
plants vary. For example, in the Kazunogawa PSH plant [34], Unit #4 is an AS-type, and
Units #1 and #2 are FS-type. In the generating mode, the operation range of Unit #1 is
wider than that of Units #1 and #2 by 32.5%. In the pumping mode, the operation range of
Unit #1 is approximately 32%. In this study, the operation range of future AS-PSH plants
was set as 30–100% in the generating mode and 60–100% in the pumping mode.

Table 4. Example of pumped-storage hydropower (PSH) operation range.

Operation Range FS-PSH AS-PSH

Generating mode
Argonne Report [5] 16–100% 16~100%

JICA Report [33] 30–100% 30~100%

Pumping mode
Argonne Report 60–100% 60~100%

JICA Report 70–100% 70~100%

The primary reserve keeps the system frequency within operation range directly
after a disturbance. Therefore, the capacity with which AS-PSH can instantaneously
control the power within a few seconds was assumed to be the primary reserve. The
range of the primary reserve was set based on the example of the AS-PSH in practical
operation. Unit #4 of the Okawachi PSH in Japan is capable of a step response output
change of 32 MW (10% of the maximum rated power) within 0.2 s in the generating mode,
and 80 MW (20% of the maximum rated power) within 0.2 s in the pumping mode [35].
Accordingly, we set the range of the primary reserve to be secured by AS-PSH to 10%
of the maximum rated power in the generating mode and 20% in the pumping mode.
The range of secondary/regulation reserves can be set based on the capacity to control
the power for several minutes. Given that AS-PSH has a high ramping capability, the
maximum capacity of the secondary/regulation reserves was set as the difference between
the minimum and maximum power. The operation and reserve range of each PSH type
are shown in Figures 6 and 7 and Table 5. The reserves were divided into upward and
downward directions.
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Table 5. Operation and reserve range of FS-PSH and AS-PSH.

Operation Range Max. Primary Reserve
(Up/Downward)

Max. Secondary/Regulation Reserve
(Up/Downward)

FS-PSH
Generating mode 50~100% 10% 50%

Pumping mode Constant at 100% - -

AS-PSH
Generating mode 30~100% 10% 70%

Pumping mode 60~100% 20% 40%

3.2. Objective Function to Minimize the Operating Cost of the Power System

To predict the output pattern of the conventional generators of the future power system,
it was assumed that the generators produced an economic output under the spinning
reserve constraints and generator cycling characteristics. Accordingly, we formulated
an objective function to minimize the operating cost of the power system. The system
operating cost was divided into the fuel and startup costs of the generator. To implement
the constraints of the minimum output, minimum downtime, and minimum uptime of
generators, the objective function containing integer variables can be defined as follows:

Min : ∑
i∈GU

T

∑
t=1

{
FCi

(
pg

i,t

)
+ STCi·ui,t

}
(10)
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In general, the power generation cost function is expressed as a quadratic function.
However, in this study, we modeled the cost function of the quadratic function as a
piecewise linearization function [36,37].

3.3. Constraints Considering AS-PSH

AS-PSH increases the total system load during its pumping mode and can provide
primary, secondary, and regulation reserves in the pumping mode, which should be con-
sidered in the constraints. This subsection presents the constraints of the RCUC containing
the modeling of AS-PSH.

3.3.1. Integer Variable Constraints

Constraints (11) and (12) represent the startup and shutdown states of a generator and
prevent the simultaneous occurrence of the startup and shutdown states. Constraint (13)
prevents the concurrent occurrence of the PSH generating and pumping modes.

ui,t − di,t = ii,t − ii,t−1 (11)

ui,t + di,t ≤ 1 (12)

ii,t + li,t ≤ 1 (13)

3.3.2. Load Balance Constraints

At each hour, the total generated power and the difference between the load and VRE
power were set as equal. In addition, considering the pumping input power of the PSH
plants, the load balance constraint can be expressed by Constraint (14).

PLoad
t − PVRE

t + ∑
i∈PP

pp
i,t = ∑

i∈GU
pg

i,t (14)

3.3.3. Power Limit Constraints

The output power of generators and the input power of AS-PSH plants in the pumping
mode can range from the minimum to maximum power, as expressed by Constraints (15)
and (16).

Pmin
i × ii,t ≤ pg

i,t ≤ Pmax
i × ii,t (15)

PPmin
i × li,t ≤ pp

i,t ≤ PPmax
i × li,t (16)

3.3.4. Minimum Uptime/Downtime Constraints

During the daytime, when the power generated by VRE resources increases, a valley is
created in the net-load curve, and generator cycling operations can be required. In the case
of a coal-fired power generator in an offline state during the period wherein the net-load is
lowered, the offline state should be maintained for a minimum of 8–12 h. Therefore, it is
difficult to provide ramping capabilities during the period wherein the net-load increases
due to the decrease in the VRE’s output. The minimum downtime and minimum up-time
constraints were thus considered through Constraints (17) and (18).

k+MUi−1

∑
t=k

ii,t ≥ MUi × ui,k (17)

k+MDi−1

∑
t=k

(1− ii,t) ≥ MDi × di,k) (18)
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3.3.5. Generator Ramp-rate Constraints

The difference in output power between hour t and t − 1 of a generator is limited by
the ramp rate and expressed by Constraints (19) and (20).

pg
i,t − pg

i,t−1 ≤ 60× RUi (19)

pg
i,t−1 − pg

i,t ≤ 60× RDi (20)

3.3.6. Spinning Reserve Provision Constraints

The spinning reserve requirements should be secured under the constraints of the
generator operation range. The target value of a synchronized generator for governor
response is determined by the system frequency deviation and its droop characteristic [38].
To maintain the system frequency, the governor response that each unit can provide should
be within the operation range of the system frequency. Therefore, the maximum capacity
of the primary reserve of each unit can be expressed by Constraint (21) and the primary
reserve of a generator at hour t by Constraints (22) and (23).

GRCG,up,max
i = GRCG,down,max

i =
Pmax

i ·SFl
/

Ri·SFs (21)

0 ≤ grCG,up
i,t ≤ GRCG,up,max

i × ii,t (22)

0 ≤ grCG,down
i,t ≤ GRCG,down,max

i × ii,t (23)

As discussed in the previous subsection, the maximum primary reserve provided in the
generating and pumping modes of the AS-PSH is expressed by Constraints (24) and (25).
The primary reserve provided by an AS-PSH at hour t is expressed by Constraints (26), (27),
(28), and (29).

PRg,up,max
i = PRg,down,max

i = Pmax
i × 10% (24)

PRp,up,max
i = PRp,down,max

i = PPmax
i × 20% (25)

0 ≤ prg,up
i,t ≤ PRg,up,max

i × ii,t (26)

0 ≤ prg,down
i,t ≤ PRg,down,max

i × ii,t (27)

0 ≤ prp,up
i,t ≤ PRp,up,max

i × li,t (28)

0 ≤ prp,down
i,t ≤ PRp,down,max

i × li,t (29)

The secondary/regulation reserves are provided by the ACG signals according to
the ramp-rate of each generator. Therefore, a ramp-rate should be reflected in the ACG
capacity available to each generator. The UC problem in this study considers the constraints
of secondary and regulation reserves at 5 min intervals. The secondary and regulation
reserves available to each generator can be calculated using Constraints (30) and (31), and
the AGC capacity secured by a generator at hour t is expressed by Constraints (32) and (33).

AGCCG,up,max
i = 5× RRup

i (30)

AGCCG,down,max
i = 5× RRdown

i (31)

0 ≤ agcCG,up
i,t ≤ AGCCG,up,max

i × ii,t (32)

0 ≤ agcCG,down
i,t ≤ AGCCG,down,max

i × ii,t (33)
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The secondary/regulation reserve capacities of the AS-PSH are defined by Constraints (34)
and (35). The reserves of the AS-PSH in the generating and pumping modes at hour t are
expressed by Constraints (36)–(39).

AGCg,up,max
i = AGCg,down,max

i = Pmax
i − Pmin

i (34)

AGCp,up,max
i = AGCp,down,max

i = PPmax
i − PPmin

i (35)

0 ≤ agcg,up
i,t ≤ AGCg,up,max

i × ii,t (36)

0 ≤ agcg,down
i,t ≤ AGCg,down,max

i × ii,t (37)

0 ≤ agcp,up
i,t ≤ AGCp,up,max

i × li,t (38)

0 ≤ agcp,down
i,t ≤ AGCp,down,max

i × li,t (39)

3.3.7. Power Limit Constraints Considering Spinning Reserve

The output range of a conventional generator should consider its spinning reserve at
hour t, as expressed by Constraints (40) and (41).

pg
i,t + agcCG,up

i,t + grCG,up
i,t ≤ Pmax

i (40)

pg
i,t − agcCG,down

i,t − grCG,down
i,t ≥ Pmin

i (41)

The output and input power range of AS-PSH can be further expressed by Constraints (42),
(43), (44), and (45).

pg
i,t + agcg,up

i,t + prg,up
i,t ≤ Pmax

i × ii,t (42)

pg
i,t − agcg,down

i,t − prg,down
i,t ≥ Pmin

i × ii,t (43)

pp
i,t − agcp,up

i,t − prp,down
i,t ≤ PPmax

i × li,t (44)

pp
i,t + agcp,down

i,t + prp,down
i,t ≥ PPmin

i × li,t (45)

3.3.8. Spinning Reserve Requirement Constraints

The spinning reserve procured at each hour should satisfy Constraints (46) and (47),
which specify the requirements of the primary reserve and secondary/regulation reserves,
respectively. In this study, the up-spinning and down-spinning reserve requirements were
assumed to be identical. The primary reserve requirement in the Korean power market
is secured for the largest unit loss as the change in the generators’ output power in a
quasi-steady state after a generator outage. The Korean power system has an average
governor response of 1000 MW at the quasi-steady state for the largest unit outage [39].
The requirement of a 1400 MW secondary reserve is the capacity required to remove the
steady-state error of the system frequency after the largest unit loss. In addition, the
standard deviations of VRE are set to vary according to its output power, preventing the
overestimation of spinning reserves during the night when the output power of the VRE
is low. Based on the reserve requirement determination method in [40], we derived the
standard-deviation function of VRE’s output.

SRPR,up
t = SRPR,down

t = PRLU + n·σ1min
VRE

(
PVRE

t

)
(46)

SRAGC,up
t = SRAGC,down

t = SRLU +

√(
n·σ5min.

L
)2

+
(
n·σ5min

VRE
(

PVRE
t

))2 (47)
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The spinning reserve secured by AS-PSHs and conventional generators should satisfy
the reserve requirements at each hour, as expressed by Constraints (48), (49), (50), and (51).

∑
i∈APc

grCG,up
i,t + ∑

i∈AP
(prg,up

i,t + prp,up
i ) ≥ SRPR,up

t (48)

∑
i∈APc

grCG,down
i,t + ∑

i∈AP

(
prg,down

i,t + prp,down
i

)
≥ SRPR,down

t (49)

∑
i∈APc

agcCG,up
i,t + ∑

i∈AP
(agcg,up

i,t + agcp,up
i,t ) ≥ SRAGC,up

t (50)

∑
i∈APc

agcCG,down
i,t + ∑

i∈AP
(agcg,down

i,t + agcp,down
i,t ) ≥ SRAGC,down

t (51)

3.3.9. Upper Reservoir of PSH Constraint

The PSH has an energy constraint based on its upper reservoir volume. Constraints (52)
and (53) consider the efficiency when the PSH charges and discharges. The upper reservoir
volume at hour t was measured based on electrical energy.

vi,t = vi,t−1 − pg
i,t−1 + pp

i,t−1 × EFFi (52)

0 ≤ vi,t ≤ Vmax
i (53)

4. Simulation

This section presents the scenarios, simulation results, and discussion.

4.1. Scenarios

The construction of three new PSH plants by 2030, with reference to [1], was assumed;
and the following scenarios were set. Scenario A denotes no PSH plant construction,
Scenario B denotes FS-PSH plant construction, and Scenarios C and D denote AS-PSH
plant construction. To verify the contribution of the AS-PSH operating in the pumping
mode to primary reserve provision, Scenario C constrained the AS-PSH to provide only
secondary/regulation reserves in pumping mode, and the AS-PSH in Scenario D was
modeled to provide all the reserves. Table 6 outlines each scenario. Both FS-PSH and
AS-PSH were assumed to have the same capacity for the generating and pumping modes.

Table 6. Scenario description of RCUC simulation.

Scenario
Existing PSH Plants New PSH Plants in 2030 Total Capacity of PSH

Plants, MWFS-Type, MW FS-Type, MW AS-Type, MW

A 4700 0 0 4700
B 4700 600 × 3 = 1800 0 6500
C 4700 0 600 × 3 = 1800 6500
D 4700 0 600 × 3 = 1800 6500

Given the low frequency of the high output power of VRE, in addition to the low
investment efficiency of transmission and distribution facilities required, we considered
curtailing approximately 5% of the target power generation of VRE. If the VRE output is
limited to a maximum of 26 GW in 2030, 5% of the total generation can be curtailed, and
the VRE output curve in Figure 1 can be depicted as shown in Figure 8.
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The calculated output of VRE in Korea differs by month, and the generation of VRE is
highest in spring. Generally, the load curve on weekends tends to be lower than that on
weekdays. The effects of VRE were assumed to be significant on weekends. Therefore, UC
simulation was performed on a weekend daily load curve with high VRE generation in
spring 2030. To verify the VRE effect in a typical load curve pattern, special days, such as
traditional holidays, were excluded.

The daily load, net-load, and output power of the VRE considering the output limit are
shown in Figure 9. The requirements of the spinning reserves with respect to Constraints (46)
and (47), which adopt the 2σ criterion of the short-term variation of the VRE, are plotted in
Figure 10. The current standard adopting the 3σ criterion for the short-term variation of
the load was maintained.
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4.2. Results

In the UC simulation, the following two assumptions were made:

(1) All of the available nuclear power generators are maintained in an online state for 24 h.
(2) Nuclear power generators do not provide spinning reserves.

Assumption 1 implies that there is no startup or shutdown operation of nuclear power
generators for 24 h. Nuclear power generators are set to have a significantly limited
ramp-rate. Assumption 2 implies that the UC results do not count as a spinning reserve,
even if nuclear power generators have unused capacity. The total available capacity of
nuclear power generators was assumed to be 16.4 GW out of 20.4 GW in 2030, with reference
to their historical planned outage rates. Starting with the case where all available capacity
of nuclear power generators is operable, the feasible solution was found by excluding
the online state nuclear power generators. Table 7 presents the feasible solutions to the
optimization problem according to the capacity of the nuclear power generators in the
online state for each scenario.

Table 7. Feasibility of each scenario.

Scenario
Total Online Capacity of Nuclear Power Generators, GW

16.4 15.4 14.4 13.4 12.4 11.4 10.4 9.4 8.4 7 5.6 4.2
A Infeasible Feasible
B Infeasible Feasible
C Infeasible Feasible
D Infeasible Feasible

In all scenarios, the UC problem was found to be infeasible when nuclear power
generators were employed at the maximum capacity of 16.4 GW. In Scenarios A and B,
the maximum available capacities of the nuclear power generators were derived as 4.2
GW and 7 GW, respectively. Similarly, the maximum available capacities of the nuclear
power generators in Scenarios B and D were 7 GW and 12.4 GW, respectively. Figures 11–14
present the diagram of the UC solution for each scenario when the feasible solution is
operated as per the maximum capacity of the nuclear power plant, as derived in Table 7.
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Table 8 presents the operating cost results of each scenario. Given the characteristics of
the Korean power market, which is based on fuel cost, the costs of VRE and hydro energy
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were not considered. In Figures 11–14, the resources named ‘others’ consists of new energy
resources, such as fuel cells and by-product gases. Using the expected power generation of
the new energy resources in 2030, the output power was assumed to be uniform throughout
the day [1]. Given that the 24 h power generation pattern of the energy sources was applied
in all scenarios, their costs were neglected.

Table 8. Cost result of each scenario.

Fuel-Type

Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C Scenario D

Cost, KRW Share,
%

Cost,
KRW

Share,
%

Cost,
KRW

Share,
%

Cost,
KRW

Share,
%

Nuclear 493.24 6.8 822.84 11.4 825.00 11.4 1,427.16 19.9
Coal 25,078.89 38.0 23,594.92 35.5 23,453.91 35.4 19,604.10 29.4
Gas 17,557.25 17.3 15,620.68 15.3 15,076.00 15.4 12,999.19 12.9

Total costs 43,129.38 62.1 40,038.44 62.2 39,354.92 62.2 34,030.46 62.2

The total operating costs decreased in the order of Scenarios A, B, C, and D. The propor-
tion of nuclear power generation was 6.8%, 11.4%, 11.4%, and 19.9% in Scenarios A, B, C, and
D, respectively, and that of thermal power generation was calculated as 55.3%, 50.8%, 50.8%,
and 42.3%, respectively. Based on the operating cost result of Scenario A, the operating cost
savings for scenarios B, C, and D were KRW 3090.94, 3774.46, and 9098.92, respectively.

4.3. Discussion

The results shown in Table 8 and Figures 11–14 were found to be strongly related to the
generator output limit in Constraints (15), (40), and (41); the generator’s spinning reserve
provision in Constraints (21)–(23) and (30)–(33); and the spinning reserve requirement in
Constraints (46)–(51). If nuclear power generators with a total capacity of 16.4 GW are
operating, the thermal power generators carry a given net-load, excluding the output power
of the nuclear power generators. However, in this case, the spinning reserve requirement is
not satisfied. In contrast, if the nuclear power generator is operating at 16.4 GW and the
thermal power generators procure the requirement of spinning reserves, the supply and
demand balance of Constraint (14) is violated.

Therefore, the AS-PSH operating in pumping mode during low net-load and providing
primary reserves was the main factor for the result of Scenario D. The primary reserve from
a conventional generator is dominated by its droop and not its ramp-rate characteristics. As
mentioned above, the primary reserve that can be secured for each generator is considerably
limited when compared with the secondary/regulation reserve. For example, under
Constraint (21), if the system-frequency maintenance range is ±0.2 Hz, the primary reserve
that can be secured by a 500 MW generator with droop 6% is merely 25 MW (5% of the
maximum rated power of the generator). In this case, with a 25 MW increase in the primary
reserve, 500 MW of thermal power generation must be committed sequentially.

An increase in the primary reserve requirements requires an increased number of
thermal power generators in the online state, but the duck-curve phenomenon limits the
number of online generators. The FS-PSH operated in pumping mode, contributing only to
mitigating the duck-curve phenomenon, while the AS-PSH operated in pumping mode and
contributed to both primary reserve provision and mitigating the duck-curve phenomenon.
As shown in Figure 15, the results of the AS-PSH securing all the unused capacity as the
primary reserve in the low net-load period were derived. Therefore, the maximum available
capacity of nuclear power generators, which are economic resources, was the highest in
Scenario D.
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5. Conclusions

In this study, we performed RCUC simulations for the Korean power system projected
for 2030 and analyzed the economic effect obtained by the flexibility of AS-PSH. Prior
literature focused on the traditional advantages of PSHs, such as energy storage and
quick-start capabilities, and provided insufficient analysis on the economic effect from the
primary reserve capability of AS-PSH. In this study, we focused on the reserve capability of
AS-PSH, considering that AS-PSH in pumping mode can provide primary, secondary, and
regulation reserves. To analyze the economic effect obtained by AS-PSH in environments
with a high share of VRE, we considered the short-term variations of VRE in the spinning
reserve requirement defined by the Korean power market. We then divided the flexibility
provided by AS-PSH into primary, secondary, and regulation reserves and modeled them
in the RCUC formulation to allow for a range of operations in the pumping mode. In
the simulation, it was postulated that the spinning reserve is procured only through
generators, including PSHs. We simulated four scenarios: Scenario A denoted no PSH
plant construction, Scenario B denoted FS-PSH plant construction. Scenarios C and D
denoted AS-PSH plant construction. Scenario D showed the best cost result.

The key findings of this study are as follows.

• In the duck-curve environment with an increased spinning reserve requirement, it
was difficult to operate nuclear power generators at their maximum capacities. In the
results of Scenario A, the maximum available capacity of the nuclear power generators
was 4.2 GW out of 16.4 GW.

• New PSH plants contributed to mitigating the duck-curve phenomenon and increased
the maximum available capacity of the nuclear power generators, resulting in operat-
ing cost savings.

• The costs in Scenarios A, B, C, and D were KRW 43,129.38, 40,038.44, 39,354.92, and
34,030.46. The results were mainly derived from the provision of the primary reserve
by AS-PSH’s pumping mode.

This study is limited in that the patterns of load curves vary depending on weekdays or
weekends and are influenced by the seasons. The characteristics of VRE are also influenced
by the seasons. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the economic effect over a longer
timeframe in a follow-up study. In a long-term evaluation, a more simplified model for
long-term economic analysis should be developed because the computational burden of the
MIP model increases significantly as the analysis period increases. However, in a simplified
model, the results of a short-term analysis model may not be guaranteed. Therefore, in
a future long-term economic evaluation model, it will be necessary to develop a novel
algorithm capable of considering the operational characteristics derived from the short-term
economic evaluation model.
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Nomenclature
Sets and indices

GU Set of all generating units
PP Set of PSH units, PP ⊂ GU
AP Set of AS-PSH units, AP ⊂ PP ⊂ GU
T Operation period, index by t
i Index for unit, i ∈ GU, PP, or AP
t Index for time interval, t = 1, . . . , T

Parameters and functions

FCi(·) Fuel cost function of unit i at hour t $
STCi Startup cost of Unit i, $
PLoad

t System load at Time t, MW
PVRE

t Output of renewable energy sources at Time t, MW
Pmin

i Minimum output power of Unit i, MW
Pmax

i Maximum output power of Unit i, MW
PPmin

i Minimum pumping input power of PSH plant i, MW
PPmax

i Maximum pumping input power of PSH plant i, MW
MUi Minimum up-time of Unit i, hour
MDi Minimum down-time of Unit i, hour
RUi Up-ramping limit of Unit i, MW/minute
RDi Down-ramping limit of Unit i, MW/minute
Ri Droop of Unit i, p.u.
SFi Operational limit deviation of system frequency, Hz
SFs Standard system frequency, Hz
PRLU Requirement of primary reserve respond to largest unit loss, MW
SRLU Requirement of secondary reserve respond to largest unit loss, MW
σ1min

VRE Standard deviation of VRE’s 1 min variation
σ5min

VRE Standard deviation of VRE’s 5 min variation
σ5min.

L Standard deviation of load’s 5 min variation
EFFi Pumping efficiency of PSH plant i
Vmax

i Maximum volume of upper reservoir of PSH plant i, MWh
AGCCG,up,max

i Maximum up-secondary and regulation reserve of unit i, MW
AGCg,up,max

i Maximum up-secondary and regulation reserve of AS-PSH i (generating), MW
AGCp,up,max

i Maximum up-secondary and regulation reserve of AS-PSH i (pumping), MW
GRCG,up,max

i Maximum up-primary reserve of unit i, MW
PRg,up,max

i Maximum up-primary reserve of AS-PSH (generating) i, MW
PRp,up,max

i Maximum up-primary reserve of AS-PSH (pumping) i, MW
AGCCG,down,max

i Maximum down-secondary and regulation reserve of unit i, MW
AGCg,down,max

i Maximum down-secondary and regulation reserve of AS-PSH i (generating), MW
AGCp,down,max

i Maximum down-secondary and regulation reserve of AS-PSH i (pumping), MW
GRCG,down,max

i Maximum down-primary reserve of unit i, MW
PRg,down,max

i Maximum down-primary reserve of AS-PSH (generating) i, MW
PRp,down,max

i Maximum down-primary reserve of AS-PSH (pumping) i, MW
SRPR,up

t Up-primary reserve requirement at hour t, MW
SRPR,down

t Down-primary reserve requirement at hour t, MW
SRAGC,up

t Up-secondary and regulation reserve requirement at hour t, MW
SRAGC,down

t Down- secondary and regulation reserve requirement at hour t, MW
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Variables

ui,t Integer variable for startup, 1 when off to on at hour t
di,t Integer variable for shutdown, 1 when on to off at hour t
ii,t Integer variable for on/off, on = 1/off = 0 at hour t
li,t Integer variable for on/off (pumping mode of PSH), on = 1/off = 0 at hour t
pg

i,t Output of unit i at hour t, MW
pp

i,t Pumping output of PSH plant i at hour t, MW

agcCG,up
i,t Up-secondary and regulation reserve of unit i at hour t, MW

agcg,up
i,t Up-secondary and regulation reserve of AS-PSH (generating) i at hour t, MW

agcp,up
i,t Up-secondary and regulation reserve of AS-PSH (pumping) i at hour t, MW

grCG,up
i,t Up-primary reserve of unit i at hour t, MW.

prg,up
i,t Up-primary reserve of AS PSH (generating) i at hour t, MW

prp,up
i Up-primary reserve of AS PSH (pumping) i at hour t, MW

agcCG,down
i,t Down-secondary and regulation reserve of unit i at hour t, MW

agcg,down
i,t Down-secondary and regulation reserve of AS-PSH (generating) i at hour t, MW

agcp,down
i,t Down-secondary and regulation reserve of AS-PSH (pumping) i at hour t, MW

prg,down
i,t Down-primary reserve of AS-PSH (generating) i at hour t, MW

prp,down
i Down-primary reserve of AS-PSH (pumping) i at hour t, MW

grCG,down
i,t Down-primary reserve of unit i at hour t, MW

vi,t Volume of PSH plant i at hour t

Solar and wind power model parameters

n Index for a wind turbine in a wind farm, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N
PWT,n Output power of nth wind turbine in a wind farm, MW
Pcurvefit Polynomial function of output power for (Vin ≤ V ≤ Vr), MW
Pr Rated output power of wind turbine, MW
Vin Cut-in wind speed, m/s
Vr Rated wind speed, m/s
Vout Cut-out wind speed, m/s
PWF Output power of wind farm, MW
CWF Capacity of wind farm, MW
Vm Wind speed at height Zm, m/s
Vh Wind speed at height Zh, m/s
Zm Height 1 (lower height, 10m), m
Zh Height 2 (upper height, Tower hub height), m
α Power-law exponent
PPV,M Output power of PV module, W
P∗PV,M Rated output power of PV module in STC, W
G Actual solar irradiance, W/m2

G* Solar irradiance in STC, 1000 W/m2

γ Module maximum power temperature coefficient, 1/◦C
TC PV module temperature, ◦C
PPV Output power of PV power plant, MW
CPV Capacity of PV power plant, MW
TA Air temperature, ◦C
TNOCT Nominal operating cell temperature, ◦C
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